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Process analysis via computer vision
Data analysis for optical tracking in (micro) bioreactors using cameras
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Process analysis is of great importance in understanding the dynamic behaviour of a reactive system.
In particular in biochemistry, processes and their interactions are in general complex. Hence, process
control in biochemical systems requires effective monitoring based on precise online measurements,
where many of the today used physiological measurement techniques are limited to offline analysis
[1]. Computer vision technologies promise to overcome the offline drawback and to lead to advanced
automated laboratories in the future [2].
Recent developments in the automobile industry towards autonomous driving have pushed computer vision technologies and its applications. Numerous available tools and functions for cameraenabled techniques, to mention here the open source library OpenCV (http://www.opencv.org), are
available and shall be used to analyse biochemical processes in (micro) bioreactors. Process quantities to determine are for example mixing time (see figure 1), velocities by object tracking, and many
more.

Figure 1: Mixing process

Figure 2: Exemplary set-up

In this student thesis (Master- or Studienarbeit), a data processing chain for image and video processing, applied to events in (micro) bioreactors, should be developed. The student first acquaints himself
with existing experimental set-ups (see figure 2), possibilities of computer vision, its realisation, and
underlying theories. Subsequently, the data processing chain and its prior defined functions are implemented and, in a last step, validated with results from available data or conducted experiments.
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Requirements:
Interest in biochemical processes and coding
Good knowledge in programming
Liking for combination of computer simulations and experiments
Independent and autonomous working
Fondness for building something from scratch
Possible as master thesis or Studienarbeit in English or German language
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